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D–1 Alabama  D–45 Montana
D–2 Alaska     D–46 Nebraska
D–3 Arizona    D–47 Nevada
D–4 Arkansas   D–48 New Hampshire
D–5 California D–49 New Jersey
D–11 Colorado  D–51 New Mexico
D–14 Delaware  D–54 North Carolina
D–15 District of Columbia D–55 North Dakota
D–16 Florida   D–56 Ohio
D–19 Georgia   D–58 Oklahoma
D–21 Hawaii    D–59 Oregon
D–22 Idaho     D–61 Pennsylvania
D–23 Illinois  D–64 Rhode Island
D–26 Indiana   D–65 South Carolina
D–27 Iowa      D–66 South Dakota
D–28 Kansas    D–67 Tennessee
D–30 Kentucky  D–68 Texas
D–31 Louisiana D–72 Utah
D–32 Maine     D–74 Vermont
D–33 Maryland  D–75 Virginia
D–35 Massachusetts D–77 Washington
D–37 Michigan  D–79 West Virginia
D–39 Minnesota D–81 Wisconsin
D–41 Mississippi D–84 Wyoming
D–42 Missouri

You may visit us on the Web at
http://www.census.gov/compendia/ccdb
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
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Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.

An asterisk (*) indicates a census county equivalent.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.

Dallas-Fort Worth Combined Statistical Area
Richmond Metropolitan Statistical Area
Harris County
Eugene Place of 100,000 to 249,999 inhabitants
Provo Place of 50,000 to 99,999 inhabitants
Frankfort Place of 25,000 to 49,999 inhabitants
Shoreline
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.

An asterisk (*) indicates a census county equivalent.
LEGEND

- Combined Statistical Area
- Metropolitan Statistical Area
- Micropolitan Statistical Area
- Place of 250,000 or more inhabitants
- Place of 100,000 to 249,999 inhabitants
- Place of 50,000 to 99,999 inhabitants
- Place of 25,000 to 49,999 inhabitants

Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2006. At other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
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Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2006. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.

LEGEND

- Place of 250,000 to 499,999 inhabitants
- Place of 100,000 to 249,999 inhabitants
- Place of 50,000 to 99,999 inhabitants
- Place of 25,000 to 49,999 inhabitants
- Place of 10,000 to 24,999 inhabitants
- Place of 5,000 to 9,999 inhabitants
- Place of 500 to 4,999 inhabitants
- Place of 100 to 499 inhabitants
- Place of 10 to 99 inhabitants
- Place of 2 to 9 inhabitants

- State
- County
- Place
- City
- Town
- Village
- Census County Equivalent
- Place of 250,000 to 249,999 inhabitants
- Place of 100,000 to 249,999 inhabitants
- Place of 50,000 to 249,999 inhabitants
- Place of 25,000 to 249,999 inhabitants
- Place of 10,000 to 24,999 inhabitants
- Place of 5,000 to 24,999 inhabitants
- Place of 1,000 to 24,999 inhabitants
- Place of 100 to 24,999 inhabitants
- Place of 10 to 24,999 inhabitants
- Place of 2 to 24,999 inhabitants
- Place of 1 to 24,999 inhabitants
- Place of 0 to 10,000 inhabitants
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
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Dallas-Fort Worth

Combined Statistical Area

RICHMOND

Metropolitan Statistical Area

HARRIS

County

Eugene

Place of 100,000 to 249,999 inhabitants

Provo

Place of 50,000 to 99,999 inhabitants

Frankfort

Place of 25,000 to 49,999 inhabitants

Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.

An asterisk (*) indicates a census county equivalent.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
The map is a representation of the state of West Virginia, highlighting various places and statistical areas. The map includes annotations for cities, counties, and other geographic features. The key points include cities like Charleston, Wheeling, Huntington, Fairmont, Clarksburg, and Morgantown. There are also references to counties such as Marshall, Kanawha, and Hampshire. The map also notes the boundaries of the Core Based Statistical Areas (CBSA) and Micropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA) as defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. The data is as of July 1, 2005, for selected places and as of January 1, 2002, for all other boundaries and names. An asterisk (*) indicates a census county equivalent.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
Core Based Statistical Area boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.
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Dallas-Fort Worth RICHMOND
Concord HARRIS
Chicago
Provo

Place of 250,000 or more inhabitants
Place of 25,000 to 49,999 inhabitants
Place of 50,000 to 99,999 inhabitants

Combined Statistical Area
Metropolitan Statistical Area
Micropolitan Statistical Area

Shoreline
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Core Based Statistical Areas boundaries are those defined by the Federal Office of Management and Budget as of December 2005. Selected places are as of July 1, 2005. All other boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2002.